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Abstract
Archival systems aim to store data durably for long time pe-

riods while ensuring low storage costs and reasonable access
times. Data stored in archives is often valuable and highly
sensitive. Without security mechanisms, an adversary could
read, delete, or tamper with archival data such as medical
records, military intelligence, and trade secrets. Owing to the
valuable nature of archival data and its long lifetime, this
adversary is potentially quite powerful. They may be an Ad-
vanced Persistent Threat (APT) with the ability to infiltrate
complex systems and expend vast computational resources.
Particularly troublesome is the possibility of a “Harvest Now,
Decrypt Later” attack that steals encrypted data with the hopes
of decrypting it years later (e.g., with a quantum computer and
improved cryptanalytic methods). Because this threat casts
doubt on the security of any encoding method that relies on
computational intractability assumptions (e.g., AES), ensur-
ing the long-term confidentiality of data is one of the most
difficult problems in secure archival [4].

Data encodings that provably protect data secrecy and do
not rely on any computational assumptions are said to have
information-theoretic (also known as unconditional) security.
Shamir’s (t,n) secret sharing [14] is a well-known example of
such an encoding, where the data is split into n shares such that
t or more shares suffice to recover the secret, but fewer than t

shares reveal no information about the data. Shamir’s secret
sharing is widely used in secure archival works [3, 7, 17, 18],
and it pairs well with a multi-cloud [2] storage architecture: a
user secret-shares their data and each share is distributed to
an independent cloud storage provider.

Prior works on secret-shared datastores fail to consider the
threat of side-channel attacks. These works typically assume a
provider compromise is detectable, and that a provider’s entire
share is stolen. In reality, however, an APT may prefer to infil-
trate a system undetected, by exploiting a hidden side channel,
and leak only partial information about a share (and do so
slowly over time). Shamir’s secret sharing scheme—among
others—has been shown to be vulnerable to such leakage
attacks [8]. Identifying all potential side-channels in a het-

erogeneous, multi-cloud archival system that evolves over
time is a futile task. Perhaps a more realistic mitigation strat-
egy is to integrate leakage resilience into the data encoding.
This can be accomplished by leakage-resilient secret sharing

(LRSS) schemes: a subject of recent theoretical study in the
cryptographic community [1, 5, 6, 10–12].

While LRSS appears an attractive remedy to the threat of
side-channels, it remains to be seen which, if any, LRSS ap-
proaches are feasible for use within secure archival systems.
The primary considerations are security vs. storage efficiency
trade-off, target leakage model, and compatibility with secu-
rity renewal techniques. Existing analyses [1, 10, 12] suggest
that Shamir’s secret sharing is not suitable for LRSS: the
threshold must be set too high, and security depends on the
number of shares, which is unfavorable for storage efficiency.
Custom LRSS schemes achieve better security/storage trade-
offs, but target various threat models for leakage we must
choose from. One promising model for secure archival is the
local leakage model, where adversaries independently leak
bounded bits of information from each share. This model
captures a large class of side channels corresponding to in-
dependent vulnerabilities within each cloud provider. More
relaxed leakage models fail to capture common side channels,
while more stringent models often result in impractical LRSS
schemes (exponential storage overhead). Plus, it is difficult to
envision realistic attacks against archives in more stringent
models that are not already captured by local leakage.

Once we restrict ourselves to evaluating custom LRSS
schemes against local leakage, it is still unclear whether these
schemes can be made proactive. That is, can we “refresh”
the shares without changing the underlying secret such that
any leakage obtained by the adversary is rendered useless.
Proactive security is a key component of secure archival
systems, but all existing proactive schemes for secret shar-
ing [9, 13, 15, 16] explicitly use Shamir’s. Combining LRSS
with a proactive refreshing protocol is part of our ongoing
work. Future work includes exploring Proofs of Retrievability
for efficient integrity checks, improving system storage effi-
ciency, and implementing a system prototype and simulator.
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